
Year 2 Homework – Term 2 – (Week 1-5) 
Last updated April 2024 

Remember to READ EVERY NIGHT and practice your reading goal. 

Don’t forget to fill in your Home Reading Log so you can reach the 100, 150 and 200 club? 

Week English Spelling Mathematics Science 

1 

Read a story from home and 
choose 1 character from the 
story. Describe the character’s 
appearance. 

Create a word search that contains 
your spelling words. 

Value of the money: 

 _____  ______ 

_______  _______ 

Make a list of your toys that can 
move.  State how they move. 

2 

Using the character from last 
week, describe your character’s 
actions in the story.  Using 
inference, list your character’s 
thoughts and qualities. 

Write 2 sentences using as many of 
your spelling words you possibly can.  

Count the collection of money:  

  _________ 

Find a toy at home that moves by 
being pushed or pulled.  Draw and 
label this toy. 

3 

Using a Venn Diagram, compare 
the appearance and qualities of 
two family members (yes you may 
include pets).  

 
Write your spelling words in 
alphabetical order.  

Create number patterns that 
increases by 2, 5, 10 and 3. 
 
 

Describe how your toy moves using 
force words.  Make a statement to 
describe how your toy interacts 
with you.  Eg. I push my toy and it 
rolls away from me.   

4 

Using your Venn Diagram from 
last week, begin a character 
preference.  Write an opening 
statement (which you prefer and 
why) and a comparison paragraph 
(what is similar and different).   

 
Write each spelling word and next to 
it, write a word that rhymes with it. 

Create number patterns that 
decreases by 2, 5, 10 and 3. 

Woolworths have trolleys that I can 
push or green baskets I can pull 
behind me.   
Draw and label these two trolleys 
using arrows and scientific 
language to show force and 
movement.  

5 

Continue writing your character 
preference.  In the next paragraph 
state your preference and give at 
least 2 reasons to support this.  
Write a concluding paragraph that 
restates your preference and why 
you like them. 

 
Choose 10 of the spelling words from 
the last 4 weeks and write these 
using a different colour for each 
sound (Rainbow Words) 
 

Draw an analog and digital clock to 
show: 
4 o’clock 
Quarter past 4 
Half past 4 
Quarter to 5 

I usually play with my toy car on 
my wooden bedroom floor.  What 
would change if I played with my 
toy on my steep concrete 
driveway? 

 

http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=reading&qs=n&form=QBIR&pq=reading&sc=0-0&sp=-1&sk=#view=detail&id=A8EB770E75DAA5B0B7F628EEF42A5C25241B441A&selectedIndex=19


Year 2 Spelling Term 2  
  

Week   Focus   Spelling list   Tricky words   

1 ar, y, ey  star mark dark  start chart 

puppy  happy money baby funny  

key  honey donkey valley  chimney  

 

alright  

always 

said 

 

2 Suffix – double 
add ‘ing’  

running chatting hitting hugging shopping 

sitting planning getting putting clapping  

     

 

already  

their  

they  

3 Suffix – s, 
ing, er, ful 
 
 

runs jumps dogs plays hugs 

talking walking jumping playing hoping  

painful joyful helpful harmful hopeful  

 

across  

mother 

brother  

4 Revision ir, 

er, ur  

stir burst purse hurt bird 

herd person turtle  skirt other 

winter third swirl  thirst first  

 

lose  

father 

sister  

5 Revision ou 
ow  

shout south flower frown count 

clown brown mouth couch about  
 

build  

house 

about 

 

 


